
CASE STUDY

Private offering capabilities 
fuel asset growth
Learn how an advisor developed a more comprehensive client 
investment solution using Alternativ’s investment platform, 
increasing assets managed on behalf of their client.

The Challenge
The advisor was determined to better serve their clients 
by offering a broader spectrum of investments. Through 
analysis and consultation, the advisor established a need 
and demand for private investments. However, the advisor 
faced numerous challenges including:

 � Access – the universe of potential private 
investments is far too great for the advisor to 
explore. How could one begin to filter through every 
conceivable choice? 

 � Appropriateness – even after reviewing a prospective private 
investment, the advisor was not exactly sure what role the 
investment would play within a client’s portfolio, or how much was 
a suitable investment.

 � Processing – Very few private investments were available on the advisor’s custodian. The advisor wanted access 
to investments that were “held at the sponsor”, but wasn’t sure how to process the investment purchase, or how 
to support reconciliation for billing and reporting purposes.

The Solution
The advisor used Alternativ’s platform to research and identify appropriate private investments that had already 
been vetted by Alternativ’s experienced team of compliance and due diligence experts. Moreover, Alternativ’s 
Recommendation Engine helped contextualize private investments within the portfolio and established allocation 
recommendations based on the client’s investment policy statement and risk tolerances. Alternativ’s open-architecture 
private investment processing solution enabled the advisor and client to complete all necessary paperwork 
electronically, and its reconciliation engine seamlessly handled reconciliation for billing and reporting.

With these resources, the advisor was able to bring a new, impactful financial solutions to their clients. 

The Result
By eliminating the most common friction points with respect to onboarding private investments, the advisor was able 
to deliver a more sophisticated service offering without adding undue work or stress on their part. Clients appreciated 
being able easily invest in investments that added meaningful diversification and ultimately decided to allocate even 
more assets with the advisor than initially anticipated. This in turn drove increased private investment options for the 
client, and greater AUM for the advisor.


